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Abstract:

Hydrogene Alpha emmision bubblelike object  around star YC-2139-1802-1 was detected 
by Jacob Bassøe summer 2013. Investigation by team of amateur astronomers lead to 

conclude that no non-stellar object had previously been described at the position. Further 
investigation with followup observations and from data by INT WFS leads to the conclu-
sion that a Planetary Nebulae is not very likely - but cannot be ruled out. Emmsion in the 
350-490nm band does not look the same as Ha, and leads to the question if there are two 

different nebulae at the star.

Spitzer data looks very interesting at it looks as if the nebulae is part of a local heavy dusty 
region.

We propose to do further longslit spectroscopy in the region.
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Introduction
In the summer of 2013, Jacob Bassøe (DK) made a widefield long exposure narrowband image of the 
ngc6820 region at a scale of (2.54 arcsec/pixel).
On inspection the stacked result - he found a large (1arcmin) circular PN like object centered on the star 
TYC 2139-1802-1. The bubble like object showed itself in the Hydrogen alpha band of the following image: 
http://jbassoe.dk/astro/images/NGC6820semi_ha74x20_oiii13x20_sii6x20_2_65pct_nyboble.jpg

Discovery image is false color LRGB: L=Ha, R=[SII] G=Ha B=[OIII] (But manipulated)
Jacob announced his findings on the astronomical discusion board run by Astronomisk Selskab at www.
astro-forum.dk on September 15th 2013. Several people stepped in with ideas to what the nature could be 
and a big investigation put together.
This article is an attempt to document our findings and will be a work in progress.



Bibliography and datasearch
By searching CDS portal and other sources suggested by Dave Jurasevich - see list in notes [Thomas Jensen 
have looked through them], no litterature on  non stellar objects within 2 arcminutes of the star could be 
found and only two bibliografic references to the Tycho2 catalouge star [Clarke et al.(2005)][SZYMCZAK 
et.al (2000)]. First reference classifies the star as having excess Ir. (excess mag = 2.9mag). Ir excess stars 
are believed to have an outer (dust) shell and some peculiar B stars where found to be submerged into dusty 
regions in the the GLIMPSE survey. 
Other images found on the internet shows the same  ”bubble”.:
(thanks to Hans Kjeldsen of IFA/AU for pointing them out to us)

http://www.astrosurf.com/afernandez/gallery/deepsky/sh2-86/sh2-86_asaf3_stl_hst_50.htm
http://www.astromarcin.pl/images/nebulas/NGC6820/ngc6823_2012_2200.jpg
http://1.bp.blogspot.com/-7ooGeTDFVu8/UPx4wKT9YSI/AAAAAAAAAIM/JV3ae51v19c/s1600/
NGC6820+HSHOmod.jpg
http://jthommes.com/Astro/images/NGC6820_MN152_PS4SHDK.jpg
http://alexandre.itic.free.fr/astro/NGC6820-SHO.jpg

Followup observations done from Denmark in october 2013 with various telescopes and filters [Sta-
uning2013][Christensen2013] and with various large telescopes at lightbuckets.com [ Lightbuckets2013] 
confirmed signal near Halfa and by comparing with red wideband images it was found to be of emmision 

[Lightbuckets2013]    H-alpha     [Christensen2013]

line origin. 

Very weak signal has been found [Bassoe2013] in th 42x1200s SII frames near the [SII] doublet at 6719A 
with narrow band filter - however leak from Halfa line may be the  source of this [Buil]  and will be inve-
stigated further by spectrographic measurement of the transmission of the filters from Baader Planetarium 
GmbH. Recording with alternative telescope and filter showed no signal in 4x600second exposures with 
(Astrodon filter)

In blue and green filters [Stauning2013][lightbuckets2013] there has been found a weak signal also, but deep 
recordings with narrowband centered on the [OIII] doublet, shows no signal on 28x1200s coadded image 
[Bassoe2013] or highresolution [OIII] image [Christensen2013#3].



However NGC6820  is not known for having a lot of [OIII] emmision and some PN’s have been found to 
have very little or no [OIII] emmision either. Especially Early PN’s have a high Halfa-[OIII](5007A) ratio 
[Sahai&Trauger1998] so the lack of [OIII] does not rule out a PN completely. 
Green images from Planewave at light buckets shows some signal. [Lightbuckets2013#2]

Search for images via CDS, found Digital Palomar second Sky Survey  [Reid et al.(1991)] [Djorgovski et 
al.(2002)] images in J (4900A) and F (6500A) band. Both bands show clear signal. However structure of 
the signal is very different in the IIIaJ band. The absence of [OIII] leads to believe that J band signal stems 

POSSII J band. Linear stretch



POSSII F band. Linear stretch



Above: U from INT WFS

Note: Pattern seems to be aprox. the same as for the 
g’ filter.
Could be balmer lines Hgamma

primarily from emmision at Hbeta and perhaps Hgamma.

Through further search in the the IPHAS IDR catalouge [González-Solares et al.(2008)] further observations 
from the Isaac Newton Telescopes wide field camera was found in the WFS archives. Images from IPHAS 
and UVEX surveys covered bands U,g’,r’,Halpha, [HeI] and i. [HeI] and i showed no apparent signal. The 
other filters showed some or very weak signal. The g’ and r’ was short exposures, thus SNR on the bubble 
and blue structures is very low.

Halpha gave very high resolution SNR=10 images of the bubble and showed the tycho2 star to offset by  8.9 
arcseconds. Furthermore, non stellar (and IPHAS catalouged) structures in the nebula  gives rise to further 

Above: Ha from INT WFS

Speculations:
pillar or Bok globul next to the star? attached to the 
bubble or not?  More direct hires images would they 
reveal more details in the structures in the south part 
of the ”bubble”. attached or detached? foreground/
bacground neb.



INT WFS g’
The pattern seen around the star is the same as is seen in the Mount Palomar POSSII-J 
plates. Could be [HII], Hbeta, or [OIII]



questions. 

2MASS [Skrutskie et al.(2006)] 1.24um images shows that there are several NIR sources within the bubble, 
one of which becomes strong at the 1.65um and 2.16um bands.

Spitzer GLIMPSE survey [Churchwell et al.(2009)] show a lot of emmision in  3.6, 4.5, 5.8, and 8.0 micron 
bands near the the bubble region and the bubble sits inside an envelope  of emmision in these bands. The 
Tycho2 star is one of two infrared sources within the bubble - the other one is aprox. the same brightness at 
the 5.8um band but not visible in the UV-VIS and is NOT coinciding with the pillar like object in the bubble. 

Spitzer GLIMPSE 8.0micron. Cross marks the TYC 2139-1802-1 star

Spitzer MPS1 24micron. Cross Marks TYC 2139-1802-1. Note the emmision around the star is the same 
as in Halpha



Combined image, Ha, 24um and 8mu  (R,G,B)

Combined image: Ha, 2MASS 2.16um, Glimpse 8um



It does coincide with the bright 2MASS nir source.

BLAST [Chapin et al.(2008)]  images and submilimeter bands at far infrared 100-250microns shows no em-
mision indicating no presence of cold dust! Nearby is however sources of cold dust, but the BLAST survey 
puts them in the perseus galactic arm at a distance of 8.5kpc instead of being part of ngc6820 at 2.3kpc.  It is 
possible that the V36 from the survey is indeed our object which then places it at the NGC6820 HII region. 

The TYC 2139-1802-1 has been spektral clasified to G8IV in [Depagne(2010)] - but we dispute this with re-
ference to the galactic reddening that is substancial at this distance of 2.3kpc - and even at the 450pc that the 
same source has estimated from the synthic BVR values. They them selves explicitly allows no reddening. 

Spectral observations i medium resolution should be able to claasify the star correctly.

BLAST 350um furier enhanced image. Bubble is located at or near the V36 object [Chapin 
et al. (2008)]



Low resolution spectra by Mogens Bildsoe:

Made with staranalyzer (slitless and diffraction grating with 100L/mm)

No Ha or [OIII] emmisions seen. All lines coincide with field stars.
Possible weak emmision at or below 500nm could be Hbeta

emmision at or below 450nm could be Hgamma or one of the HII lines, but could also be fieldstar contami-
nation

Slitbased observations of the star and its surroundings is needed, but weather has prohibited that sofar. Also 
it is maybe not feasible to do spectroscopy of the nebula with amateur equipment because of the extremely 
low surface brightness that lies between mag 17  and 20.



The following is a list of the images used for the investigation. Fits files available on request

Discovery image by Jacob Bassøe:
[Bassoe2013]
1.  http://jbassoe.dk/astro/images/NGC6820semi_ha74x20_oiii13x20_sii6x20_2_65pct_nyboble.jpg

Followups
[Stauning2013]
1. http://jbassoe.dk/astro/images/Boblen_fits_jpg_dokumentation/Stauning/Jacobs_Objekt-R.jpg
2. http://jbassoe.dk/astro/images/Boblen_fits_jpg_dokumentation/Stauning/Jacobs_Objekt-G.jpg
3. http://jbassoe.dk/astro/images/Boblen_fits_jpg_dokumentation/Stauning/Jacobs_Objekt-B.jpg
4. http://jbassoe.dk/astro/images/Boblen_fits_jpg_dokumentation/Stauning/Jacobs_Objekt-Ha13nm.jpg

[Christensen2013]
1. https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/10089041/Test1/HaMeanCapture16-5min.FIT (HA)
2. https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/10089041/Test1/Jacobb-L30-60sec-66.jpg  (Lum)
3. https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/10089041/Test1/Jacobb-OIII12-5min-66.jpg (OIII)

[LightBuckets2013]  Lightbuckets.com/Marc Bretton
1. http://jbassoe.dk/astro/images/LB0002-B_full_haard.jpg (BLUE)
2. http://jbassoe.dk/astro/images/G-LB0002.jpg  (GREEN astrondon E2)
3. http://jbassoe.dk/astro/images/OIII-LB0005.jpg (OIII 2 hours)
4. http://jbassoe.dk/astro/images/NPJACOB62MIN-v2.jpg (Halfa from 32” )

Spektres:
[Bildsøe2013]
1a. http://www.astro-forum.dk/uploads/202/spektrum_29_sep_+_3_okt_II.jpg
1b. http://www.astro-forum.dk/uploads/202/spektrum_29_sep_+_3_okt_profile_II.jpg
2a. http://www.astro-forum.dk/uploads/202/spektrum.jpg
2b. http://www.astro-forum.dk/uploads/202/profile.jpg

Science plates. fits files for all but INT plates can be found via CDS search engine
DPOSSII
1. http://flastro.dk/lobs/images/stories/frl/div/jacobneb/POSSII_F_linearstretch.png (POSSIIF 0.65um)
2. http://flastro.dk/lobs/images/stories/frl/div/jacobneb/POSSII_J_linearstretch.png (POSSIIJ 0.49um)

INT WFS (IPHAS,UVEX)
1. http://flastro.dk/lobs/images/stories/frl/div/jacobneb/INTWFS_Ha_TYC2139_1802_1_V2.png (Ha 
0.6563um)
2. http://flastro.dk/lobs/images/stories/frl/div/jacobneb/INTWFS_g_TYC2139-1802-1.png (g’)
3. http://flastro.dk/lobs/images/stories/frl/div/jacobneb/INTWFS_U_TYC2139-1802-1.png (U)

SPITZER (Glimpse, MPS1)
1. http://flastro.dk/lobs/images/stories/frl/div/jacobneb/GLIMPSE_8.0MU.png (8micron)
2. http://flastro.dk/lobs/images/stories/frl/div/jacobneb/SpitzerMIPS1_24um.png (24micron)
3. http://flastro.dk/lobs/images/stories/frl/div/jacobneb/RHa_GMASSK_BGLIMPSE8um.png (combi of Ha, 
2MASSK and 8um)
4. http://flastro.dk/lobs/images/stories/frl/div/jacobneb/HA_MIPS124mu_GLIMPSE8mu.png (Ha, 24um, 
8um)

BLAST
1. http://www.nightsky.dk/Digitalt/temp/Jacob/region.jpg



Filter curves for filters used by [Bassoe2013] and [Christensen2013] and [Stauning2013]
They all used Filters from Baader Planetarium GmbH - it has not been possible to get exact curves and lit-
terature shows considerably uncertainty on the precise wavelengths according to [Buil].





Filters used by [Lightbuckets2013] and [Stauning2013]. Astrodon filters - same uncertainty applies to these 
filters



Astronomik filter kurves. Filter used by [Stauning2013] for Ha.
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The following catalouges has been investigated for nonstellar objects

A Catalogue of HII Regions, Stewart Sharpless, US Naval Observatory, September 10, 1959 

A Comparison Catalogue of H-II Regions, Pavla Marsalkova, Stefanik Observtory, Prague, and Dept. of 
Astronomy and Astrophysics, Charles University, Prague, Czechoslovakia, 03 June 1973 

Lynds' Catalogue of Bright Nebulae , B.T. Lynds, Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, January 26, 
1965 

Catalogue of Galactic Planetary Nebula, L. Kohoutek, 2001. 

Digital Sky Survey (DSS) plates from the SIMBAD database including POSS I, POSS II, Quick V, HST 
Phase 2 (GSC1 and GSC2) 

The INT Photometric Ha Survey of the Northern Galactic Plane (IPHAS) 

WHAM HII Survey   and     Spitzer Space Telescope Survey 



Discussion:

From the found material the obvious conclusion is to expect the bubble to just be a part of the large HII com-
plex of NGC6820. Especially because NGC6820 primarily is a region with hot young stars and PNe are not 
common in that region. A few does however exist (and the charecteristics of these needs to be investigated 
further).
The lack of any signal at [OIII] does point in the direction that the bubble is  not a PN as PNe is mostly defi-
ned by large (more than Ha and Hbeta) presence of [OIII] emmision and other forbidden lines. 

However high metal contents could lead to cooling of the nebula reducing the emmision at Visible wave-
lengths which means that lines at infrared wavelengths become more important in the classification.
[http://www.astronomy.ohio-state.edu/~pogge/Ast871/Notes/Ionized.pdf]

Also litterature suggests that PN with weak [OIII] does exist.

The TYC 2139-1802-1 star is off-center from the bubble but this doesnt rule out that it is the origin of a pos-
sible PN or atleast the source of the exitation of the nebula.

We are puzzled by the fact that in blue end of spectrum we have brights nebulae structures that do not coin-
cide with the round structure of the bubble. This leads to the question:
Do we infact have different nebula in this area?

Spitzer and BLAST surveys indicate a very dusty environment in the area and lots of stars is only seen in 
infrared. 

We propose to do spectroscopy on the TYC 2139-1802-1 - both in VIS and NIR

Also spectroscopy on the bubble in VIS is needed to better understand the conditions in the bubble. Long slit  
should be placed so it crosse the bubble AND the structures seen at 400-500nm range to test the theory of 
two different regions.

Also deep exposures through narrowband filters in the range 350-520nm would be interresting on order to 
better describe the emmision seen in g’, B, and J bands.

Conclusion:

Further observations needed - but PN theory is not likely to be correct. But investigation of region has given 
rise to further questions.

 


